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Abstract. Social Media has been recognised as a supportive tool in Ed-
ucation, creating benefits that supplement student collaboration, class
interactions and communication between instructors and students. Ac-
tive informal interactions and feedback between instructors and students
outside class is one of the main reasons behind Social Media pedagogy.
With many innovative usage methods of Social Media in Education this
creates new opportunities, one being automatic feedback for students.
Despite the prevalence of traditional email methods of providing feed-
back to students, many studies show that they do not check their emails
as frequent as they check their Social Media accounts. In this paper, we
present the automatic generation of feedback messages and tweets using
a Context-Free Grammars (CFG). Our design takes a class list of stu-
dents and their mark sheets and automatically composes tweets (using
the CFG rules) about statistical “fun facts” about programming prob-
lems, exercises, class performances, and private messages about individ-
ual student performances. These tweets and messages are then pushed to
Tweeter using the Twitter Application Programming Interface (API). A
survey of 116 student participants at a South African university showed
that majority of the students will love to get such notifications on Social
Media, rather than check their emails; and that Lecturers also find this
initiative to be a forward thinking one.

Keywords: Synthesis of Things, Social Media, Tweet Synthesis, Context-Free
Grammar, Introductory Programming, Procedural Generation.

1 Introduction

Social Media is collective of web-based applications built off social dogma and the
foundations of Web 2.0 technology consisting of a multitude of user generated
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and shared information [1]. Over the years Social Media has become one of
the most popular internet services in the world [2]. It has made it possible for
communication for many people [3], and has become an essential part of our
everyday lives [4].

Despite the fact that Social Media was only used for social communication
when it was first introduced, it can be used in a professional context and has
evolved into a platform for student engagement and interaction [5, 6]. In Ed-
ucation, Social Media has created a centered platform for student interaction,
collaboration and feedback [7, 8]. For instance, platforms like Twitter has driven
instant and active interaction between instructors and their students, student
participation, formal communication outside the classroom and continued learn-
ing when students are in their own spaces [9–11]. Digital natives are frequent
Social Media users and would rather receive information using modern technol-
ogy, this aids traditional learning and teaching methods [8, 12, 13].

Some studies have shown that when social platforms like Twitter are used
in an educational setting, learning is more engaging and stimulating than tradi-
tional teaching methods [11, 14]. Students also prefer to use mobile devices for
Social Media because they have access to their devices at any time, by this ex-
tending the time of interaction with them outside the classroom [5, 8, 15]. Thus
incorporating Social Media in Education drastically improves the amount of
time students interact with their studies and this is beneficial for new students
in introductory programming.

Introducing new students to programming requires time and patience [16,
17], it is considered a challenge by many computer programming instructors
[18]. Many novice programmers find learning new programming concepts diffi-
cult, with various publications providing evidence of high failure and drop-out
rate in programming courses [19, 16, 20–22]. Novice programmers have minimal
engagement with programming concepts and problems they fail to create clear
mental models of programme execution [23]. In order to address this, we need
to develop teaching methods that enable regular practice by programming stu-
dents, preferably using social media as a tool [24]. Given that many institutions
still depend on traditional pedagogical models of teaching in the digital era, this
limits the amount of time students have with course content as they are always
on Social Media [6]. Hence, it has become imperative that we create more inno-
vative methods of engaging with the digital natives in programming classrooms
is desirable.

One innovation will be to send push notifications to novice programmers on
Social Media, automatically. With Social Media’s popularity, creating supple-
mentary communication methods among students and instructors can contribute
to positive learning [15].

In this work, we have presented the synthesis of Social Media messages and
tweets as a feedback medium for novice programmers by employing techniques in
Natural Language Generation (NLG), using formal grammars. This involves gen-
erating tweets from a collection of processed data [25, 26]. We have achieved this
by employing Context-Free Grammars (CFG) in the generation of short unique
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messages as tweets from student data. Each of these tweets are categorised into
broadcasts or direct messages. Broadcasts include performance stats, learning
guides, test announcements, exercises, assignments, new topics and concepts;
whilst direct messages include: individual student attendance and performance.
This processes is described in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Processes of tweet feedback generation using CFG’s

In Figure 1, an instructor inserts a class list of students data into a database.
This data this then analysed to determine their performance and attendance.
The tweet synthesizer then automatically generates feedback tweets and mes-
sages. These tweets and messages are then pushed to Twitter using an API1.

The following are the contributions made in this paper. We have:

1. developed a method of automatically generating educational feedback to
support Introductory Programming in the form of tweets using CFG rules,

2. built a tool called the Tweet Synthesiser that automatically generates and
posts programming concepts, practice exercises and solutions in the form of
tweets for novice programmers, and

1 Application Programming Interface
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3. evaluated how useful the Tweet Synthesiser is in an educational setting,
especially for novice programmers.

The rest of this paper presents the following. Section 2 outlines the back-
ground and related works. Section 3 describes CFG for tweet generation. Sec-
tion 4 shows the implementation of the suggested tool and real examples of the
generated tweets. Section 5 evaluates the idea and Section 6 defines a conclusion
including further work to be done.

2 Background and Related Work

This Section introduces the problem, discussing the related work and motivation
behind this work.

2.1 Research Questions

This paper addresses the following research questions of interest to solve the
identified problem.

1. Can we generate personalised Social media messages and tweets as feedback
based on real time data on student attendance and performance with limited
or no lecturer involvement?

2. Can we improve learning methods for Introductory Programming and make
it more interactive outside normal classes in an informal context?

3. How can we design CFG rules to answer the above questions?

2.2 Motivation

Here we present challenges faced by programming instructors and students.

Location and Time Constraints: Time and location constraints become a
major setback in a traditional setting because students only interact with
course work during school time [8].

Student Preference: Students use Social Media more compared to email [8,
13]. A comparison between the use of Social Media and email technologies
indicated that students preferred to use the Social Media technologies rather
than email [15].

Course Difficulty: Programming is a difficult subject to learn as a newbie
[19, 16, 20, 21]. In order to obtain any long-term knowledge and skill it is
important that novice programmers have continuous interaction and practice
with programming problems [24].
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2.3 Why Twitter?

In this Section, we describe why we have chosen Twitter as the Social Media
Platform to push programming feedback for Introductory Programming. Twitter
is a popular micro-blogging platform for social networking which was established
in 2006. It is estimated to have 554.7 million active users around the world [27],
a number of them being digital natives and students [5]. It allows for people to
communicate using short (280 character limit) text messages or status updates
known as tweets. These tweets can either be posted using the Twitter application,
instant/text messaging including other third party applications like Facebook,
email and other websites using the Twitter API [28]. Twitter is easily accessible
regardless of the geographical location of the user.

Twitter being a push technology, feedback is instant because the Twitter ap-
plication is readily available on students mobile devices [8]. A study by Buettner
2012 created a curriculum to push concepts, subject-related resources and new
topics to Twitter with each student having direct notifications on the mobile
devices every morning. The majority of the students in this study found this
practice much more engaging and useful [29, 14].

2.4 Structure of a Tweet

A tweet can contain up to 280 characters or less including spaces [30]. In this
paper we describe a tweet to be comprised of four components which include:

1. text: the short message that a user wants to deliver and targets the context
of a specified audience,

2. hashtag: is a word or phrase preceded with the hash (#) symbol. This can
indicate a topic, event or community associated to the tweet. A tweet can
consist of more that one hashtag inclusive to the 280 character count,

3. mention: is the username or Twitter handle of a specific user appended with
the "at" (@) symbol, and

4. url: is a web link to an external source outside the Twitter application. This
is usually related to the context of the tweet.

All components of a tweet are optional but at least one component must be
present in the tweet.

2.5 Related Work and Terms

This Section lists some previous works in Natural Language Generation using
similar technologies.

Natural Language Generation: Generation of Social Media profiles using
probabilistic CFG’s on Facebook [31], human-like language generation using
Monte Carlo Tree Search employing context-free grammars [32], sentences
generation for probabilistic TAG grammars [33, 34], generating narratives of
SQL queries using context-free grammars [35] and in-game text generator
using expressive free text markup and CFG’s [36].
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Problem Generation: Automatic generation of python practice problems us-
ing context-free grammars [37] and automatic generation of regular expres-
sion practice problems and solutions [38].

A term that appears many times in this paper is Context-Free Grammar.
Here, we present the definition of this term, as follows:

Definition 1 (Context-free Grammar (CFG) [39]). A CFG is a quadruple
G = (N,Σ, P, S), where:

1. N is a restricted set of elements known as non-terminal or syntactic vari-
ables.

2. Σ is a restricted alphabet of terminal symbols where Σ 6⊆ N . Terminals appear
on the right side of Replacing Rules

3. P is a set of Replacing Rules, with the form A −→ a, where A ∈ N and
a ∈ ( N ∪ Σ )∗.

4. S is the selected starting non-terminal where S ∈ N .

3 Grammar Design for Tweet Synthesis

Here we present the CFG rules for synthesising tweets as a grammar G =
(N,Σ, P, S), with the rules defined, starting from building blocks, in Section 3.1.

3.1 Building Block

In Rule 1 we define the <identifier> as using the regular expression [A−Za−
z0− 9_]+ in BNF2 notation. Rule 2 states that a mention must be preceded by
the @ symbol representing the tweeter handle of the user where m <mention> ∈
[ @<identifier>]+, Similarly in Rule 3 where <hashtag> h should always be
appended with the # symbol. In Rule 5 we define the message while Rule 4
defines the context of the message being tweeted. Replacing Rule 8 defines any
url represented as u which must always be less than 280 characters.

<identifier> −→ [A− Za− z0− 9_]+ (1)

<mention> −→ m ∈ [@<identifier>]+

−→ 3: m ∈ ( N ∪ Σ ) (2)

<hashtag> −→ h ∈ [#<identifier>]+ | λ
−→ 3: h ∈ Σ + (3)

<context> −→ <exercise> | <schedule> | <attendance> |
−→ <performance> (4)

<msg> −→ <context><url> | <context> | <url> (5)
<optional_txt> −→ <text> | λ (6)

(7)
2 Backus-Naur Form
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<url> −→ [ (http(s)? : //)? ([\w−] + \.) + [\w−] + [.com|co.za|
.org|.net] + (/[/? \%& =]∗)? ] ∧ 3: | <url> | ≤ 280 (8)

3.2 Tweet

A tweet can either be a broadcast <broadcast_tweet> or a direct message
<inbox_tweet>. <broadcast_tweet> is only limited to 280 characters inclusive
of all components in Rule 9.

<tweet> −→ <broadcast_tweet> | <inbox_tweet>
3: | <broadcast_tweet> | ≤ 280 (9)

3.3 Broadcast Tweet

Contrary to what we state in Sub-section 2.4, our context in rule 10 requres
that the <msg> component must always be present while the <mention> and
<hashtag> remain optional.

<broadcast_tweet> −→ <msg> | <msg><hashtag> |
−→ (<mention><msg>|<msg><mention>)<hashtag> |
−→ <hashtag>(<mention><msg>|<msg><mention>) |
−→ <msg>(<mention><hashtag>|<hashtag><mention>) |
−→ <mention>(<msg><hashtag>|<hashtag><msg>) (10)

To derive a <broadcast_tweet> for an exercise and solution we can further
break-down the variables for <exercise> and <solution> in Rules 11 and 12.
<optional_txt> in rule 6 can be any other wording that makes sense to the
context of the tweet.

<exercise> −→ <optional_txt><category><topic>

−→ <optional_txt><problem_no><problem_txt>

−→ <optional_txt> (11)
<solution> −→ <optional_txt><category><topic>

−→ <optional_txt><solution_no><solution_txt>

−→ <optional_txt> (12)
<schedule> −→ (<event> | <optional_txt>) |

−→ (<optional_txt> | <event>) | <schedule> (13)

With a schedule tweet we define the <event> from the <schedule> variable in
Rule 13.
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3.4 Inbox Tweet

Here we describe replacment rules for deriving a direct inbox message tweet. In
rule 14 <tag> is one or more hashtags.

<tag> −→ (<hashtag> | λ)+ (14)
<inbox_tweet> −→ <msg><tag> | <tag><msg> (15)
<performance> −→ <optional_txt><marks><module>

<optional_txt><event> (16)
<attendance> −→ <optional_txt><avg_attendance>

<optional_txt> (17)

Unlike a <broadcast_tweet> which is limited to 280 characters or less, an
inbox tweet can consist of more than 280 characters. Some examples of tweets
derivations are shown below.

Example 1 (Derivation of a Direct Message). In this example <inbox_tweet>
we derive an example of a direct message about a student’s recent performance
on a class test from Replacing Rule 15.

<inbox_tweet> =⇒ <msg><hashtag> (18)
=⇒ <performance><hashtag> (19)
=⇒ <optional_txt><marks><module>

<optional_txt><event><hashtag> (20)
=⇒ Y ou Scored <marks><module>

<optional_txt><event><hashtag> (21)
=⇒ Y ou Scored 50% <module>

<optional_txt><event><hashtag> (22)
=⇒ Y ou Scored 50% DSW1A

<optional_txt><event><hashtag> (23)
=⇒ Y ou Scored 50% DSW1A

on <event><hashtag> (24)
=⇒ Y ou Scored 50% DSW1A

on TEST1 28/06/2019 <hashtag> (25)
=⇒ Y ou Scored 50% DSW1A

on TEST1 28/06/2019 DSW1A_ASSESSMENTS (26)

Example 2 (Schedule tweet). This example shows a derivation of a broadcast
tweet announcement for a schedule class test from rule 10

<broadcast_tweet> =⇒ <msg><hashtag> (27)
=⇒ <event><optional_txt><hashtag> (28)
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=⇒ <optional_txt><event>

<optional_txt><hashtag> (29)
=⇒ Y ou have <event> <optional_txt>

<hashtag> (30)
=⇒ Y ou have Homework scheduled for

28/06/2019 <optional_txt><hashtag> (31)
=⇒ Y ou have TEST1 scheduled for

28/06/2019 Dont forget to add it to your

calender<hashtag> (32)
=⇒ Y ou have TEST1 scheduled for

28/06/2019. Dont forget to add it to your

calender#DSW1A_ASSESSMENTS (33)

Example 3 (Derivation of an Exercise Tweet). In this example we show a deriva-
tion of an exercise broadcast tweet on for-loops from rule 10.

<broadcast_tweet> =⇒ @student <msg><hashtag> (34)
=⇒ @student <optional_txt><category><topic>

<hashtag> <optional_txt><problem_no>

<problem_txt> <optional_txt><hashtag> (35)
=⇒ @student check out this <category> exercise :

<problem_no> <problem_txt>. This problem is on

<topic> a solution is tweeted with<hashtag>. (36)
=⇒ @student check out this Python Programs exercise

: <problem_no> <problem_txt>. This problem is on

<topic> a solution is tweeted with<hashtag>. (37)
=⇒ @student check out this Python Programs

exercise : 1 <problem_txt>. This problem is on

<topic> a solution is tweeted with<hashtag>. (38)
=⇒ @student check out this Python Programs

exercise : 1 Write a piece of code (using a FOR loop)

to display all odd numbers between 110 and 152.

This problem is on <topic> a solution (39)
=⇒ @student check out this Python Programs

exercise : 1 Write a piece of code (using a FOR loop)

to display all odd numbers between 110 and 152.

This problem is on LOOPS a solution

is tweeted with it <hashtag>. (40)
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=⇒ @student check out this Python Programs

exercise : 1 Write a piece of code (using a FOR loop)

to display all odd numbers between 110 and 152.

This problem is on LOOPS a solution

is tweeted with it #SolutionToProblem1. (41)

4 Implementation

In Section 3, we presented the rules for generating tweets. In this Section, we have
implemented these rules in a push notification tool for messages and feedback
on Twitter. This tool, developed using the .Net framework, is shown in Figure
2. The tool is divided into four sections for each category of the tweet cate-
gories namely exercises/solutions, student performance, attendance and sched-
ule. With an exercise tweet, we first select a programming category and topic
for the desired tweets. For instance, the category would be algorithm design and
the topic if-statements. With those selections a problem exercise and solution is
automatically generated using AAI API [37]. This generates procedural practice
algorithms and programs in Python.

The problem and solution are then passed through the tweet synthesizer
to post a broadcast exercise tweet with a problem and solution at an interval.
Figure 4 is a representation of the generated tweets for a problem exercise and
solution. The Tweet Synthesiser generated 500 tweet exercises and 500 tweet
solutions for their corresponding questions in a 1 minutes of execution. A five
second interval is placed between the posting of each of tweet to avoid flooding
the Twitter API.

Performance and attendance tweets work similarly, we select a class list
with the following fields (student_id, twitter_handle, module, and marks/at-
tendance) as a CSV file. With that data, we composed custom tweet messages
depending on their performance average and class attendance, that are sent
directly to students. We generate schedule/deadline tweets from a digital study-
guide by adding important events or dates. Figure 3 represents the flow of tweets
generation using the developed tool.

5 Evaluation

5.1 Students Perception of Tweet Synthesiser

This Section presents the results from a survey evaluation on students opinions
on receiving module comments/announcements on Social Media using the Tweet
Synthesiser. The online survey was conducted at the University of Johannes-
burg in South Africa. The majority of the respondents were enrolled in Informa-
tion Technology and Information Systems related degrees taking programming
courses.
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(a) Selecting Category/Topic for Exercise
and Solution

(b) Student Performance

(c) Attendance Register (d) Schedule and Deadlines

Fig. 2. Setup for Educational Tweet Synthesiser

A total of 116 responses was received. About 92% of the respondents were
students between the age of 18 to 25, 6.2% were above the age of 25 while the
remaining 1.8% were less than 18 years of age in Figure 5(a). Students were
asked if their instructors used Social Media to support teaching and learning,
only 17.7% claimed Yes considering platforms like WhatsApp as Social Media
while 82.3% stated No (see Figure 5(b)).

Students were asked if they frequently used Social Media, most of them said
to be frequent Social Media users with 81.3% ranging from a scale of 6 to 10 and
19% not being that frequent with 10 being very frequent and 1 not using Social
Media at all. 76.1% claimed to be frequent on Facebook, 66.4% Instagram, 44.2%
Twitter users, with some students using all three of the above mentioned social
platforms in Figure 5(e). They were also asked how frequent they access their
student email in Figure 5(c), compared to how frequent they use Social Media
only 8.8% claimed to regularly check their emails with 43.4% claiming to check
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Fig. 3. Implementation of Tweet Synthesiser

their emails 2 to 5 times a day while the rest would check only once a day or
rarely at all.

When the students were asked if they preferred class feedback and learning on
Social Media, 86.7% of them agreed to receiving feedback on Social Media. Part
of that majority preferred that the tool be implemented on other social platforms
suggesting Facebook, Instagram andWhatsapp allowing them to continuously be
exposed to programming concepts and regularly practice in Figure 5(e). With
this we conclude that automating course feedback on Social Media would be
beneficial for continues learning outside classrooms.

6 Conclusion and Future work

6.1 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a CFG for the automatic generation of So-
cial Media messages and tweets for novice programmers. We have demonstrated
a method for automating feedback in Education on Social Media. Other than
Twitter this technique can be used on other popular social platforms such as
Facebook and Instagram. Our evaluation also shows that a majority of students
in our survey are frequent Social Media users and would prefer this form of
feedback on other social platforms.
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(a) Sample Synthesised Problem Tweet

(b) Sample Synthesised Solution Tweet for (a)

Fig. 4. Sample Synthesised Exercise Tweet

6.2 Future Work

In the future, we will explore the synthesis of feedback on other platforms such
as Facebook and Instagram. Further more we will investigate how we can use
similar techniques in other areas such as Marketing and Gaming.
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(a) Age Group (b) Do instructors us Social Media to sup-
port teaching

(c) Frequency of accessing their student
email

(d) Prefer to get class announcements on
Social Media

(e) On a scale of 1 to 10 how frequently do students use
Social Media

Fig. 5. Survey: Opinion about Receiving Educational Feedback on Social Media
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